
name Quernmore and the fin~ing (circa 1890) of a
Roman (7) quern at Rushey Lea, we were originally
expecting to find evidence of millstones and querns.
Eventually, towards the end of two years we found
four partly finished millstones at three different
sites. The millstones have diameters of 1.20 m. to
1.45 m. (between 4 and 5 feet), are wedged up on
pieces of rock as though in a position to be roughly
fashioned and are generally well away from a quarry
face. No small hand querns have yet been found but
a stone gate post, so common in the district, has come
to light.

"Slate Delfes in Quarmor"VI by Robert Bellie and
Geoffrey M. Shackleton

For the past two years we have walked the northern
slopes of Clougha examining the stone quarries which
cover an area of approximately li miles square.
Not all have been identified by name but they include
Old Town, Black Hole, Scar Gap, Cabin Works, Freestone
and Watery Works. From the undated boundary map (1)
we also obtained the names of two pairs of men who
worked some of them, namely Downham & Wolfendale and
Hod~son & Aske,,,,.

The area of quarrying on the top of Birk Bank was
~enerally outside our investigation but, ironically,
it was the only one for which we were able to find
specific, historical record. There was an Indenture
of 1738 between Mayor, Bayliffs (sic) and Commonalty
of Lancaster, and Robt. Parker, John Caton and Jas.
Leigh, husbandmen of Quarmor (sic) for a 7 year lease
of Slate Delf (2). Originally Charles Parker,
husbandman of Ellel, had been a fourth member of the
group leasin~ the quarry but his name is crossed out
at every mention in the document and he did not sign
it. Parish records show he died in the time between
the dra\'lin~up and the si~ing of the Indenture.
Only Robt. Parker was able to sign his name, the other
two made their mark.

This lease gave these farmers permission to dig "•••
slate or flags in any place from the bottom of Birk
Baru{ Scarr all above that Scarr to the top of Clougha
within the Libertys of Lancaster aforesaid" for a
yearly rent of two pounds ten shillings, to be paid
in equal amounts at the Feast Days of Easter and St.
flichael the Archangel (29th Sept:). An interesting
proviso in the lease is that the inhabitants of the
tOl/m of Lancaster shall have some priority, pay "•••
such prices as are usual" and shall not be deprived
of slate by over-selling to outsiders.

It Hould appear that the majority of the quarries
supplied roofin~ fla~s although from the associated

Associated with the quarries were small stone-built
shelters, occasionally with a fireplace but always with
a recessed space to act as a cupboard. With two
exceptions they would only accommodate two or three
men and from the lack of debris would probably only have
been used during the working day. In only one case
did we clean out the fallen stone from the interior
and. the only identifiable objects recovered were a
fragmented blue and white plate and a clay pipe, both
of the early nineteenth century.

The method of working these rock faces has puzzled us.

There are scores of isolated "dig!?ings" and outcroppings
sometimes running into and adjoin1n~ each other. Often
the exposed rock face is not more than four or five
yards in extent and seldom deeper than ten to twelve
feet. In many cases the waste has been meticulously
built up into 'walls' which form twisting passages to
the working face; perhaps affording some form of shelter
in the bleak, exposed moorland. Working areas, where
flags were trimmed, are clearly identifiable, whilst
in other places, in the heather, ranks of prepared flags
were found ready to be transported down the fellside.

Access to the quarries is by tracks referred to as
rakes, and on the eastern one there are five O.S. bench
marks in less than half a mile. According to H.T.
Morris (3) horses and carts, with clog wheels, were
used to convey the flags and slates (but we would have
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expected sledges to be more suitable). Unfortunately
it is not possible to find his source of information.

Whilst it has not been possible to establish how long
quarries have been worked in the area, Stephen Penney
has found two early references c.1580 (4) and 1714/15
(5). In c.1580 the Lord of the Manor of Hornby
is shown in a survey of the estate to have in Caton
"•••• a Quarry of Cole and another of slate.1I In
1714/15 a lease for 15 years at a rent of £3.15s. was
granted by Edward Riddell of Swinburn Castle, Co.
Northumberland, to Charles Leah of Quernmore, yeoman,
to win slates upon Black Fell in Caton.

Incidental to our quarry investigations we identified
a charcoal pit and also a turf pit to which the present
tenant of Rushey Lea still has the rights.

It will be appreciated that this short introduction
leaves much historical research to be done before the
workings of the IIdelfsllis understood and, we shall be
most grateful for any information which anyone may
have or, even better for them, to walk the fells and
help to interpret what now remains.

We express our appreciation of the interest and
encouragement given to us by Stephen Penney.
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3.
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5.

Footnotes

Lancaster Reference Library, Map PL 34/1 c.18007

ibid, Local Collection No. MS 1487. ('Slate' appears
in all early references: this is not geologically
correct. It is a gritstone in the Millstone Grit
series.)

Lancaster Guardian 13th April 1934.

Chetham Society Vol. 102.

Lancashire Records Office D.D Ga 23 (2)
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